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in the main gallery:

Shadowtime & Epoquetude
2021, Mixed media on canvas, 120” x 178”
$35,000

This large scale diptych painting expresses the overlaid layers of life that
comprise landscape. Animal and geological forms are embedded into the
surfaces of these paintings. Based on scientific research revealing that the
highest altitudes and the oceans are warming at a faster rate than other
areas of the planet. The chaotic striation of these paintings expresses the
sense that the floor and ceiling are closing in on us.

So close, that to draw your hand through you might catch them
2023, Mixed media on canvas, 68” x 48”
$8,700



Stream into the ocean like a haunted river
2023, Mixed media on canvas, 32” x 42”
$4,300

Even a thick fog is a myriad
2022, Acrylic on canvas, 30” x 40”
$4,000

From Above, FromWithin: Drench the Fires That Chase Us
2021, Mixed media on canvas, 84” x 72”
$9,500

This painting is inspired by research done in the coastal forests of Big Sur, CA.
The many layers of time and life are represented in the many layers of media
that make up the surface of the painting. The white clouds represent both the
residue of smoke that lingers after devastating wildfires and the life-giving fog
that protects the forests from them.
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Murmuration and Wildfire Smoke (Series 1 - 6)
2023, Acrylic on canvas, 36” x 24”
$3,900

This series depicts the undulating, graceful movements of birds in
murmuration against the backdrop of wildfire smoke. Each painting directly
references real life murmuration forms and imagery of smoke-filled skies from
wildfires across North America.

Evaporating like forgetting
2023, Mixed media on canvas, 40” x 30”
$2,500



images in the hallway:
Price on request. Contact the artist: ava.fedorov@gmail.com or (646) 422 9691

Bells are ringing, and birds are
flying upside down
2023, Mixed media on canvas
46” x 64”

$7,500

A hole the size of your touch
2023, Mixed media on canvas
32” x 30”
$4,000

Entangled
2021, Mixed media on canvas
66” x 46”
$7,500

Ensnared
2021, Mixed media on canvas
64” x 46”
$7,500

Entangled and Ensnared are non-identical mirror images representing
aquatic bodies entangled/ensnared in ghost nets—deadly, plastic bi-products
of industrial fishing. They were made with many layers of glazing that hold
light andmimic the luminosity of water. Intricate line work contrasts with
deeper areas of light and dark, creating a tension between surface and
depth.


